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ABSTRACT
A NEURAL NElWORK APPROACH FOR PREDICTIN G
THE STRUCIlJRAL REBAVIOR OF CONCRETE SLABS
Reinfem:ed concrete slabs a bibit complexities in their structural behavior due to the
composite nature of the material and the multitude and variety of factors that affect such
behavior. A5 such,. current methods for the design and analysis of reinforced concrete
slabs are limited in sco pe and are approximate at best as they must rely on the results of
experimental tests, which are both costly and time-consuming to perform. The research
embodied by this documenr.investigates the use of a branch of artificial intelligenceknown
as Neural Nerwcrks (NN) as a quick andreliab le alternative to such ex:pcrimenul testing
Four neural network mod els are developed to predict the following aspects of the overall
behavior of a concrete slab : 1) load-deflectio n behavior, 2) crack pattern at failure; 3)
concrete strain distribution; and 4) reinforcing steel strain distribu tion. Results from
experimentaltests 00 thirty-four full scale slabs are utilized to devdop these four models.
incorporating all of the parameters that govcm their behavior. The rationale behindand
the details involved are exp lained for the setup. computer implementation and selectio n of
each optimum neural netw ork. model . Resul u show that the neural network techniquecan
perform as a saIisfactory alt erna tive to experimental testing or detailed calculati.ons to
provi de speedy predictions ofan four aspects ofthe structural behavior of concret e slabs.
A comprehensive spreadsheet tool is DCXt created to incorporate all four of the optimum
neural networks . The spreadsheet uses readily available software and can be used by
strueturaI cnginccn for instanlancous access to the prediction of any 01'" aD of the four
aspects of a concrete slab 's behavior given minimal data to describe the slab and the
loading conditions. This tool. combined with the results for the four neural network
models. demonstrates the powerful capabilities and success of neural networks in the
realm of civil and strue:tural engineering in general and reinforced concrete design in
particular. This approach could readily be expanded to include the same predictions for
other structural concrete clements such as beams and shear walls.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Neura l Networ ks and Reinforced Concrete Slabs
Reinforced concrete slabs are used today in • vari ety of app lications including building
Boor systems, bridge decks, andoffshore oiJ platforms. In these applicati ons. concrete is
selected over other building materials primarily due to the superior formability, durability,
fire resistance and insulation capabilities of concrete. Reinforced concrete, however, is
composite and non-homogeneous by nature, thc:n::fore ex.b1Oiting non-linear or inelastic
behavior . Calculations to predict the structural behavior of concret e slabs are therefore
simplified and approximate at best and most often are formulated from the results of
experimemal testing on fuO or reduced-scale mockups of the slabs. Such tests require
expensive setups and lengthy periodsof time are invo lved in the performance of these
tests.
The structural behavior of reinforced concrete is affected by many factors such as I)
concrete properties; 2) aggregaJ:e properties; 3) reinforceneer steel properties; and 4)
geometric properties of the structural element . Mathematical models have been used to
describe aspects of this behavior, but they faD short in considering a large DUInbet of
variables simultaneously. This thesis investigates the use of Neun.I Networks (NN) as a
preliminary alternative to mathematical modeling or experimeutal testing for quick
prediction of the structural behavior of reinforced concrete slabs. Such predictions could
be utilized by a structural engineer on a preliminary basis to determin e the initiaI suitability
of a particular slab design. Once this suitability was determined. the engin eer could then
proceed with further, more traditional methods of design. This will serve to illustrate I )
the simple manner by which neunl networks model the impact of a set of parameters
(mpuu ) on a set of simultaneous conclusions (outpUtS)~ and 2) the powerful Ieaz"n..by~
example and generalization mechanism that neun.l networks use to detect the hidden
relationships linking the inputs to theiroutputs (Hegazy et al., 1996) .
Neural netwo rks are computational models that ado pt a training mechanism to extract the
relationships that link a set ofcausalinput parameters to their resultin g conclusions. Once
neuralnetworks are trained. they can predict the results for an unknown case (not usedin
training) if provided with the input parameters alooe. Some charuteristics of neural
networks that make them potent:ially useful for many different typeS of applications are
(M oselbi et 11., 1992),
Neural networks are organized within a parallel. decentralized structure rather
than the serial architecturefound in conven tional computer algorithms . A5 a
result. processing occun in a rapid manner;
They have distributed memories; neural network memories are represented by
teteeeonnectioa weightsspreadever an ofme network ', processing elc:mems;
They are f.wh: tolermt, thai is. they are stilI fimcriooal even after several
processing elcmems are damagedand become defective;
They have the ability to learn-by-example;
They have the ability to simulate the behavior of systems with limited modeling
effort; and
They can provide speedy and reasonably accurate solutions in complex.
uncenain. and subjective situations.
1.2 Research Scope and Objectives
The maio purpose of this thesis is to develop a set of neural netwo rks to predict the
struetura.l behavio r of reinforced concrete slabs. lbe research is applicab le for normal
st=gth, high strength and ~ghtw<;ght concrete slabs subjoaod to concentrated and
fiexuralloads.
The objectives of the proposed research can be stared as follows:
I. IdentitY the detailed factors that govern the structural behavior ofconcrete slabs.
2. Investigate the suitabilityof neural networks for applieatioo in the structural analysis
domain. particularly in s:imulating the behavior patterns of structural eteness,
including reinforced concrete slabs.
3 . Develop, train and implement a set of naua1 oerworks to predict the structural
behaviorof concrete slabs .
4. Compare the ...mts of these oeunJ eerworks with the results obtained from
expcrimeota1tests.
S. Develop a comprehensive spreadsheet tool for the structural analysis of reinforced
concrete slabs.
1.3 Resear cb Met bodology
The research methodology is as follows:
1. Evaluate the problem by reviewing the theory and current practices in both neural
networks and the prediction of reinforced concrete slab behavior . Examine the
literature to ideutify past work.both experimental and theoreti cal.
2. Model the struetura1behavior of rcinforccd concrete slabs in four complemental}'
aspects. each of whicb lends itself to a DeW1lI. network J) load-deflection behavior
prediction; 2) crack pattern prediction; 3) con crete strain distnb ution; and 4)
reinfo rcing steel straindistribution.
3. Select an appropriaJ:e neural network software. Then, conduct a prcliminary
investigati on on the load-deflecti on neural network to determine the suitability of the
oeuraJ. eerwork technique for the problem at band. Experiment with different ways of
modeling the problem to achieve the optimum results .
4. Once. suitable neural network model is selected. repeat the process for the remaining
threeneural networks.
S. Incorporate all four neural network:modeJs into a single spreadsheet too l to summariz e
the research co mpleted .
6. Validate the concepts proposed in the researchscopeandobjectives.
1.4 Tbesis Content
Chapter 2 enco mpasses a literature review of the state-o f-the-art efforts related to neural
networks and their use in the design and analysis of reinforced concrete. Traditional
models for the analysis of selected types of reinforced concrete members are first
discussed.. The history of oeural cerwcrks and their development is then reviewed .
Compooems of eecral networks are defined. and the various neunI network paradigms
are briefly described. Generaluses of neural eetworks in civil andstruetunJ engineering
are examined as well as their specific uses in the design ofreinforced concrete .
Chapter 3 describes the development of four neural netwo rk models to describe the
structural behavior of reinforced coecrete slabs. The applicability of neural netw orks to
the paniaJ.lar problem at band is disaJssedas wen as the rationale behind the selection of
the !laclq>n>pagJWon parad;gm. Details regardUlg modd design, includmg problem
analysis and mucturing for eachneundnetWOrk modd an: then discussed, along with the
devd opment ofalternative moddsfOf" optimal network selection.
Chapter 4 describes the c::ompulcr implementation of the four neural eeework models.
Specifics regarding data preparation and software selection are discussed . Details for
training andtesting eachof the four neural network models are then described.
Chapter 5 discusses the results and observations for aUneural netw ork models as well as
providing analysis of me results.
Chapter 6 presents a comp rehensive spreadsheet too l that includes the four neural network
modules for the design and analysis of reinforced concrete slabs. Development of the
spreadsheet is described and two sample problems are provided to illustrate the usefulness
oftbetool.
Chapter 7 is the thesis conclusion and summary. Prospects for furth er research as an
extension to the results obtained from this th esis are also discussed.
Chapter 2
Literature Review
2.1 Introduction
Th:is chapter evaluates current researc h etfons in the area of neural network applications
in structural engineering. Traditional methods for determining the structural behavior of
reinforced concrete slabs are first reviewed for the purpose of establishing a ba.sdine for
comparison to neural network research in this area, An overall introduction to neural
networks and their history is next presented. along with the various neural nerwcrk types
applicable to the structural engineering domain. General civil engineering applications of
neural netwo rks are then briefly surveyed. Swe of the art research describing the use of
neural networks for the structural behavior of reinforced concrete is then reviewed to
assist in the development of a specific neunl1 networ k model to predict the structural
behavior ofconcrete slabs.
2.2 Traditional Models for Predicting Concrete Structural
Behavior
Traditional research efforts in concret e structural analysis that have evolved in the
literature during the past few decades genenUy aimed at developing mathematical models
to predict concret e behavior under different loading conditions. These mathematical
models, however, focused generally upon determining the behavior of individual structural
elements which coul d not be generalized to describethe behavi or ofother elements. Also.
the models require the calculation of several equations to arrive at predictions for more
than one paramet er . Modeling with neural networks is much simpler because, although a
new1Ll network.captures the mathemat:icaI relationships in its coDectioncf interconnecticns
between its nodes.DO formal mathematical rules or Cannula are usedor observab le within
the model (Garrett et al., 1992) .
Examples of some mathema tical models which are in existence in the literature for
describing the stru ctural behavior of concrete are descr ibed below . Theseexamples have
been chosenas neural networks have also been developed to modelthese same behaviors.
These neural networks an: described more fully in Section 2.3.
The shear behavior of deep beams subjected to point loads can be simulated by the stru t-
and-tie model (Schliach, 1980). which applies a series of equations to define the ultimate
shear forces in the beam. When compared to experimental test results. however , this
model is only accurat e wbee the ratio of shear span to beam. height is less than 1.04; at
bigber values. the model results decline rapidly because deep beambehavior DO longer
applies (Scliliach,. 1980) . Thissame limitation applies to alternate models which exist in
the literature for evalualing the shear suen gth of deep beams (dePaiva and Siess, 1965;
Ramakristman and Ananthananlyanana. 1968; Smith and Vantsiotis, 1982; and Subedi,
1988). Other models must therefore be applied to predict the structural behavior of
shallower beams .
The behavior of reinforced coocrete framed low-rise shearwalls can be predicted with the
truss model theory (Mo and Sbi.au., 1993) . This theory again applies a series of equations
(given concrete and steel material properti es) to predict the concret e shear strength, the
shear distortion, the stee l strainsand the concrete strains . Although this model and others
(Galletly, 1952; Benjamin and Williams, 1957; Hsu and Mo, 1985) do a reasonably
accurate job in predicting the previo usly described values. they, like their counterpart
models for deep beams. are limited becausethey only apply to low-rise shear walls
Some research is described in the literature for mathematical models which pm:fiet the
punching shear behavior of reinforced concrete slabs. Seven1 models have been
developed that predict the effect of concrete stren gth on the punching shear capacity of
concret e slabs subjected to coocentrated loads for normal strength (Elstn er and
Hogne<Ud. 19' . and Moe. 1961) and high strength (M>=uk and Hussein, 1991)
co ncret e. The Moe equation is as fbllc ws:
v. 15(1.0.07'='>-If.
y _ ~ = d
• bd 1+ ' .25bdff
P....
where: v. - nominal shear stress
V. ,. ultimat e shear ca pacity
= perimeter cf the slabcriti cal section
;;;average effective depth of the slab
;;;co lumn width
r e =co ncr ete com pressive str ength
Pp.a: = ultimate flexural load capacity
Marzouk andHussein ( 199 1) propose that this equati on be modifio:fto include the cubic
roo t aCre when high strengtheoecreeeis used . The Elstnc:rand Hognestad equation is:
P... 2.298 . 0.046
O.87Su.df' . = --r:-1'"~P. ,
wher e: u, = co lumn perim eter
. . (bd)Pa.p =calculated ultimat e punching load "J'fl
Po.!= calculated ultimate tlexuralload
All of these models exhibit reasoaabl y accurate predictio ns., how ever, as shown. different
equati ons app ly depending upon the strength of concr ete used .
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Kinnunen aDdNylander (1960) also conducted a theoretical analysis for axisymmetric
punching 5heor. by solving a series ofequil ibrium andSlnIin compat ibility equatioos. This
model requires computer programming to formulale a solution. and is time--consuming to
solve . Regan(1980) improved upon this by proposing the foUowing equation for the
punching sheer capacity;
v, - K.IW<.(pr,) '" od(L. + 7.85d)
where: K. = constant "'" 0 .13 for normal density concrete (SI units)
K. - LI S . [41tacolumn areal (column pcrimetert] V2 (SI units)
K. =size effect term '" (3001d)1H(SI units )
""reinforcing steel rario
z, « perimeter cfcclcnm
The Canadian code (CSA A23.3-94) requires that the smallest Vr resulting from the
following three equatio ns beused to det ermine the facto red shear resistance of a concre te
slab :
v. ~ (1+i )02.t;-Jf.';on, ~ (~ +02)~~; on . - O.4l~
wbere; J!c ..,ratio of long side to short side ofconcentrated 'oad or reaction area
1 I: factor to allow for low density coocrete
+c =resistan ce factor for concrete
CXc .. 4 for interior columns and 3 for edge columns
b, - perimeter ofcriticalsecti on for shear
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It is clear thaI there is still a wide range of uncertaintyfor ocplaining the punchingshear
behavior of reinforced co ncrete slabs.. Each experimental program undertaken bas
produced different models for this behavior , according to the characteristics o f the
particular slabs usedin _ experimental testing program. Neural DelWoID coul d be
usedto detect the subtle differmces betweenthe di1ferenr: types of slabs, thus eliminating
the initial needfor lengthy calculations for each modd.
In addition to models for predicting the behavior of reinforced concret e, mathematical
models also exist which describethe strueturaI behavior of plain concrete. For example,
the behavior ofplainconcrete in biaxiaJ compression can be described by a series of stre ss-
strain relations (Darwin and Peckcold, 1974; Kupfer and Gerstle, 1973; and Uu ee aJ.•
1972 ). These equatio ns are applied. in matrix form, to describe a constitutive relationshi p
in terms of stresses and strains; this relationship is then used in finite element
investigations oftbe concrete's structural behavior . AUthree modds, when compared to
experimental data.. are ectremefy a.ccu:rate in representingthe stress-strain curve for the
concret e. However, the equations are complex. and are more easily computed with the
aid of time consuming serialcomput er algorithms . Neunl eetwc rk modds developed for
the same applica tion (WU and Ghaboussi, 1992) are mucb simpler and easier to use.
For alI of the above describedmathematical models. several iterations of the followin g
procedurewere necessory(Garrett et al.• 1992),
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A materiaJ wastested and its behavior observed;
Some mathematical relatio nship waspostufated to explain its observed behavior,
This matbe:marica.I model was usedto predict yet untested concrete design and
was checked against results from experimc:nts; and
The mathematical model was then modified to accowtt for behavion observ ed
but unexpIaincd by the mcdel
Such a process can be both tedi ous and time-consuming until a successful model is
develo ped . Neural networks circumvent this process entirely as the underlying rationale
for explaining the behavior of the model is ignored . In addition, the abilityof all of the
above descnbed mathematical models to accurately predict concrete structural behavior is
limited for the foUowing reasons:
One parameter only is measured and relationships are accordingly interpo lated;.
Modeling is complex; and
Extensive testing OD new cases is often not performed.andsome of the governing
factor! of the concrete beha vior, particularly subjective aiteria. might be
omitted.
It is clear that mathematical models. while usually quite accurate for predicting concrete
structural behavior . are limited to the extent of the specific application for whichthey are
developed and can not always be generalized to apply to those unt est ed conditions. In
additi on, mathematical modds can be cumberso me and time consuming. Neural network
models present the pcssibility for circumventing both of these problems.
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2.3 Neural Networks as a Modeling Tool
2.3.1 History of Neura J Networks
Neural networks were first introduced as a concept in the early 1950's after Donald
Hebb, a psychologist who studied the effect of learning on the neurons in the brain.
introduced a simplified training mechanism ealled Hebb 's law (Hebb , 1949). This concept
was then extended by Rosenblatt (1958) with the introduction of the perc eptron training
algorithm;this becamethe tim mathematicalmodel suitable for computer simulation. In
accordance with Hebb's law, this procedure viewed biological learning as a dynamic
senso ry process which was readily adapted to computer modeling (Hajela and Berke,
1991). Then. in 1969. with the influential pub"ario. by Minsky and Pappert of the book.
~ an research in aeeral eetworks was essentially halted; the book showedthar
a single or doub le layer perceptron network was inadequate for real world problems
(Caudill and Butler, 1990 ). It wasn't until the 198(15 that DeW archit ectures, such as the
ba.ckpropagation training algorithm (see Section 2.3. l for a desai:ption). were introdu ced,
and the problems raised in Minsky and Papert's findin gs were addressed. This gave
engineers (among others) reaso n to explore neural networks as a fast. simple alternative to
mathematical modeling or experimental test setups.
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2.3.2 Neural Network Basics
Neural networks are types of information processing systems whose architectures are
inspired by the structure of biological neural systems (Caudill and Butler, 1990). Unlike
traditi onal computer programming, which accepts and processes informatio n in a digital
and serialmanner, neural netw orks actually store data among the individual neurons of the
network; this data is thenprocessed in a parallel manner . Neural networks do not contain
algorithmic instructions for processing data. R.uher, these model s are trained to extract
the relationship s that link ...set ofcausal input parameters to their resultin g conclusions
Eac h network is composed of three bas ic components as illustrated in Figure 2.1: I) input
neurons or processing elements, which rep resent the input for the problem. 2) connecting
"axons," which connect input and output neurons and represent the connection weight s
that associ ate the input to the output. and 3) outpu t neurons or processing elements,
which represent the output for the prob lem. Neural networks can be composed of a
single layer o r many layers. according to the complexity of the architecture afthe network
Multi-layer neural networks may co ntain one or more middle layers . These middle or
"bidden" layers(see Figure 2.1) co nsist of neurons with no direct connection to either the
input or the output of the network; rather, they are used to further refine training by
adjusting the connection weights for the network, These connect ion weights are applied
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at the links connecting the inputs to the outputs (axODSin Figure2. l) and they associate
the contribution or effect of eachof these inputs 00 each outpUt.
Training a neural network is accomplished by using a training algorithm. that aims at
optimally adjusting these network connection weights; training may be supervised or
unsupervised . Supervised training. on the one band, occurs when correct SOlutiODSare
provided along with the problem description. In the case of unsupervised training. on the
other band.correct solutions are not provided. Neural networks trained in this manner are
usually capable of sdf-organization and independent classification of the input data; that
is. the network itself must decide bow it will cI.a.ssify or partition the input data (Caudill
and Buder, 1990 ) .
One commonly used neural network architectur e is the Backpropagation neural netw ork
(RumeJhart et al., 1968). Backpropagation networks are training algorithms in which
panerns recogniz ed by the network are associated through the layers, and thus the
information Bows in one direction at a time, either forward Of" backward.
Backpropagation networks require at least three layers in order to work correctly, aDd
training is conduc:r:ed in a supervised manner. Tnining of a backpropagation neural
network occurs in two stages (Caudill and Butler, 1990) :
I) The input data. pattern generates a forward flow of activation of the neurons from
the input layer, throughthe hidden layers.and finally to the output layer, and
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2) Errors in the outpUt generat e a Bow of information from the output Layer
backward to the input layer . As the erron are propagated backward, the weights
on the connea:ing -axons- are adjusted, therefo re allowing the networkto learn.
In additionto thebackpr opagation neuraloetWOrk, several other forms of neural network
modelsor architectures have been experimented with, each of which has dwacr:eri stics
whichmake it appropriate for modelingdifferent problems . These include the Perceptron
network: (Rosenblatt, 1961) , the Counterpropagation netw ork [Hecht-Nielson, 1987), the
Boltzmann machine (Hinton and Sejnowski , 1986) , the Hopfie ld network (Hopfield,
1982), the BAM (Bidirectional Associative Memory ) archi tecture (Kosk o, 1987), and the
ART·2 (Adaptive Resonance Technique) (Carpent er and Grossberg, 1987) . Table 2.1
(Mosdhi et al., 1992 ) summarizes these architectures, along with their advantag es and
disulvanuges.
~, researchers have examined the Counterpro pagation neural netwo rk (Adeli and
Park, 1995) for use in structural engineerin g. Coumerpropagarlon networks were
developed by Hecbt- Nielsoe ( 1987)~ they contain a combinatio n ofseveral differem neural
network architectures and training algorithms as shown in Figure 2.2. In contrast to
backpropagation networks, counterpropagatioa networks use both supervised and
unsupervised training and therefore can map outputs in a self-organized manner. The
counterpropagation network bas been found to converge at a somewhat faster rate than
18
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the backpropagation network, therefore reducing the amount of time it takes to tniD the
network.. However , the errors producedwhile testing the netWOrk. are comparable to those
produced by the baclpropagarion netWOrk(Addi and Park, 1995) . Other applications of
the counterpropagation neural netWOrk in stJUeturaI engin eerin g could not be found.
thereb y making this architecture an unexplored optio n for neural network users in
structural engineering.
The fuzzy~ARTMAP technology bas also beenused to predict plain concrete material
strength. This form of neural network architectUre is a hybrid network that performs
incremental. unsupervised teaming of recognition categories and can perfonn a
multidimensional mapping of space into a one dimensional space (KAsperIcicwicz et aI.,
1995). This type of neural network, appearsto perfo rm successfully , however, like the
counterpropagatio n network, research for this type of network in structu ral engineering is
limited. In addition, because this type of network maps many dimensions into one
dimensi on. it woul d work mo re successfuIly with problems that contained a great amount
ofinput variables and only ooe or two output variables (Ka.s:perkiewicz et aI., 1995).
Despit e the above-described recent researc h on alternate ncunl network architectures,
backpro pagation networks are the most widely used networks in civil and structural
engineerin g. This is primarily because backpr opaga tion neural netwo rks arc still the most
simple form of neuraJ. network archit ecture. They also appear to be the most capable of
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learning the association betw een input and output panerns under a static environment
given adequat e training examples (Mosdbi et aI.• 1992). Furthermore, most problems in
civil and structural. eugineering invo lve the son of predictions for which backpro pagati on
networks are best suited .
During the past few years.the area of structural analysis bas exhibited an increasing use of
neuralnetworks for a wide range of applications. So me of these includ e the modeling of
initial design processes. the modeling ofplain co ncr ete mat erial strength. and the mod eling
of reinforced concrete structural behavior. Researchers have the demon strated the
potential ofusing this technique in this domain-
2.3.3 Genera l Applica tin ns in Civil Engineering
Most civil engineering systems are co mplex and are subject to a wide variety of internal
and external forces (e.g., wave forces. weather co nditio ns. seismic loads. and material
mechanics). AnaJyzing such systems bas been a difficult task and traditi onal too ls that
accurately predict and model the behavior of such systems are limited in scope . Thisis the
main reason that Artificial Intelligence techniques bave increasingly been experimented
with in the civil engineering domain. Among these tools. Neural Networks (NNs) have
been reponed as efficient pattern recognition and classification tools that model the cau se-
effect relationships of a particular system or problem without exploring the underlying
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rationale used to modd the behaviors (Hegazy et aI.• 1996) . Comspondingfy, the
usefulness of oeuraInetworks as tools for design and decision support in civil engineering
is well documented throughout the literature (e.g., Moselhi et al., 1992) . Figure 2.3
summarizes examples found in the literature ofapplications of neural networks within civil
engineering in the general realm. in the construction realm. and in the structural analysis
realm,
Examples found in the literature of general applications of neural networks within civil
engineering include a wide array of topics such as:
Heriznntal formwork selection (Hanna and Seoou ci, 1995)
Control ofsrrucrures under dynamic loading(Chen et al., 1995 )
Simple tt'USSdesign (Kang &: Yoon, 1994)
Structural damage detection (Elkordy er al., 1994)
Predicti on oftower guy pretension (lssa et a l., 1992)
Dynamic analysis ofbridges (Chen and Shah. 1992 )
Nondestructive examination ofconcrete (Pratt and Sansalo oe., 1992)
In addition, neural networks have been successfuIJy app lied to construction, specifically
for equipment production estimation and construction trade productivity level estimation
(Mose1hi et al., 1992), as well as the assessment of construction risks in the bidding
process (Hegazy,I 993) . Ahhougb none of these examp les are directly related to the
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c:wrmt investigation for predicting the behavior of concrete slabswith neural eerworks,
theyserve to demonstnte the success ofneuralnetworks as an ahernative to conventional
algorithmic computation in obtaining solutions to general civil engineering prob lems.
2.3.4 General Applications in Structural Anal ysis
Neural networks are most suitabl e for applications that have the following featur es :
A com plex problem with a large number ofgoverning parameters;
A need for an alternative to a mathematical formulation of a so lution to the
problem; and
Many examples of the problem are available for accurate trainin g of a oeuraJ
network.
Many problems. including those contained within structural analysis. meet the above
criteria, As a result. structural engineers have.in recent years. fowxi increasing interest in
oeura.I oetWOrks as an aid for both the design and analysis of structures. The first
prototype app lication of neural eetworks as a tool for struaural design was proposed by
Vanluchene and Sun in 1990 . Th e study demonstrat ed, through the usc of three examples
(a pattern recognition problem, a simple concrete beam design and an analysis of a
rectangUlar steel plate). the wide nose of poss1ole uses for neural networks within the
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realm of suuctura.I design. Since then, oeunJ eetwcrks have beenapplied to nearly every
filed ofstructural engineering.
Exampl es in the literature of applications of neural networks in stru ctural analysis as they
apply to the current investig ation can be grouped. as shown in Figure 2.3. into thr ee
catego ries: 1) models of the structural design process (e.g ., Hajela and Berke, 1991 ;
Messner er at...1994; and Mukherjee and Deshpande, 199 5), 2) models for determining
plain concrete material strength (e.g., Williams et at.• 1992, and Kaspertciewicz et at.•
199 5) and 3) models fo r predicting reinforced concrete materiat beha vior (e.g ., Wu and
Gbaboussi, 1992;Mo andLin.I994;andGoh, 1995).
The first categ ory includes an example of the implementation of a neural computing
paradigm in automated stru ctural design. where the structural analysis module is replaced
by a neural nerwo rk mod el to map load-displacement relationship s (Hajela and Berke,
199 1). T wo arcbit~ are proposed: a convemioaal.., multila yered architecture and a
fimctionaJ-tinknet, which essentially involves no n-linear transfonnarion of the input data
used in a tat. single-layered netWork.. Th e report shows only limited success with the
latter architecture, with efTOI'S reduced to the range of 3.901. to 5.rl. and marginal
increase in learning speed . The multilayered architecture perfonned bener , with errors in
the range of 1% to 2%,. Because: this pro blem is similar in nature to the problem at hand,
specifically the load-deflection model. the informatio n regarding applicabilities of neural
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network: architectures is useful for selecting the appropriate architectUre for the modds of
concrete materialproperties.
A second example within the first category describes the development of a computer
application to select the most effective structural system for a building given attributes
regarding the project size.budget, etc . (Messner et aI., 1994). This paper explores the
rationale for choosing a neural network modd over a rule-based expert system model
(another form ofartificial intelligence). "Theultimate reason for choosing a neural network
is because: of the many interrelatio ns between the different project parameters and the lack
of explicit causaliti es between these parameters (Messner e aI., 1994). This can be
directly related to the current research for determining the structural behav ior of concrete
slabs because the inpu t data for these neural networks consists of many different
properties with respect to the concrete slabs whose interrelationshi ps have not exactly
beendetermined .
Another example involves the modeling of initial design processes using neural networks .
This eumple (Mukherbjec and Deshpande, 1995) uses traditionally selected design
criteria as input and uses the neural network to determine the size (Le.• depth and width).
reinforcing steel area,costlm and moment capacity ofa reinforced concrete beam. Unlike
the current investigation., however . this model uses mathematically generated data to train
the network,. as initial design processes are readily modeled using more traditional
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mathematicalcomputations. Nevertheless, the neural network model is found to perform
as competently as mathematical models . Furthermore. the paper also explores ~ effect
ofdamaging co nnection links on the desired output for the oeuraJ network; it is found. that
as many as two nodes coul d be damag ed with little effect on the overall performance of
the neural network,
2.3.5 Model s for Determining Plain Concrete Mate rial
Str engtb
From a review of th e literature it is found that • limited number of studies have been
conducted o n the use of neural networks for predicting concrete strength. The first
example of sucb researc h (Williams et al., 1992) utilizes the same neural netw ork
dev elopment softw are (NeuroshelJ) as is proposed in the CWTeDt investigation to
det ermine the structural behavior of concrete slabs . The model utilizes data regarding one
day. threeday and seven day compression strengthsas inputs for the model to determine
the twenty..eigbt day compressive strength as output. The study observes reasonabl e
performance of the necral network as compared to linear regression analysis. It also
determines that, with the limited data used to train the model, the performance of the
network appean to improve with the addition of input variab les to the model; five
different models are trained with an increasing number of input variabl es., and the accuracy
of the netwo rk impr oves with theaddition of each input variable.
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The data from this report is extremely useful for the CUJTent investigatio n as it
demonstrates the suitability of Neurosbell software for a model similar to the pro posed
model Howev er . the model described in the report only addresses plain concrete
(homogeneous) material behavior as opposed to reinforced concret e (compo site) material
behavior .
A more recent study addresses the same problem, i.e.• prediction of concret e strength,
however a greater number of different variables are selected to model the input for the
problem. Moreover . a different neural network architecture with a different learning
paradigm (the fuzzy .ARTMAP neural network) is selected to mod el the problem
(Kasperk:iewicz et at.• 199 5). Once again. the netw ork is found to perform. satisfactorily.
however, the stud y warns that sar.isbctory perfo rman ce only 0CQJtS when the network is
test ed with prob lems containing datawithin the same domain as the data used to train the
model (see diswssion in Sectio n 4.1).
2.3.6 Model s for Predicting Reinforced Concrete Materi al
Beba vior
Several studies have been directed at the investigation of the use of neural networks to
predict the behavior of. variety of reinforced concrete elements.
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The first investigation regarding the feasibility of using oeuraI networks to model
reinforced CODO"ete behavior studied a simple reinforced coccrete beam subjected to
bending moment (Vanluchene and Sun. 1990). This study utilized NNI CE (Neural
Netw orks in Civil Engineering), a neural network software package which employs the
back-propagation training algorithm. This study used as input only a limited number of
variables to describe the concrete behavior (bending moment applied. reinforcing steel
strength, concrete compressive strength and reinforcing steel mio) to arrive at an ideal
depth for the beam (the only output for the network). Training andtesting was co nducted
using randomly chosen patt erns obtained from conventio nal mathematical formulas rather
thandata obtain ed fro m experimental results . While limited in its scope, this study was the
initial impetus for the use ofoeuraI networks in concrete design.
More recently, a study was conducted to analyze framed shearwa1l behavior using neural
netw orks (Mo and Lin., 1994 ). Again, only limited data was utilized as input to describe
the concrete material behavior (co ncrete comp ressive strength, steel yield stres s,
longitudinal steel ratio andshear strain); the only output parameter was shear stress . Two
study groups were used for training and testing the network; ODe study group included
results from ecperimeata.I tests while the other study grou p included results from
calculations of the truss model theo ry (described in Secti on 2.2) . Model s for both study
gro ups performed well. The paper suggested that the method s used coul d be app lied to
the behavior of other concrete structures . Also. it found that the effect of the transfer
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funcrions and learning rules on the netw ork is significant while the effect of the munbc:rof
processing elements in the hidden layen: on netWOrklearning is insignificant(Mo and Lin.
(994).
The fea.szbility of using neural netw orks to evaluate the ultimat e stren gth of deep
reinforced concret e beams in shear bas also been investi gat ed (Goh. 1995)_ Again. both
experimental data and data obtained from mathematical calculations were available for
training and testing the network, The stUdyshow ed that. when compared to conventional
methods (the strut -and-tie modd discussed in Section 2.2) for predicting the ultimate
strength. the neural netWOrk approach wasaetuaIly more reliable .
In recen t years, researchers have studied the use of neural networks for materi al modeling
The major thrust of their research bas been aimed toward the developm ent of prop er
constitutive relatio nships for finite element modeling of the material (Ghaboussi et al.,
1991; Wu and Ghaboussi. I~ Sankarasutmunan and Rajasekarm, 1996) . Because
concrete is a diffiaJIt material to model from a finite demcut perspective. oeun.I networks
have been investigated as an alternative to lengthy mathematical derivations ofconstitutive
equations. Like the proposed iIJvestigation, these neun.I networks were trained using
resul ts fro m actual experiments condu cted on the co ncrete.
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Ghabou.ssi. Garrett and Wu originally stu died the use of neural networks to predict the
stress and strainbehavior of plain concrete (Ghaboussi et aI.• 199 1) andlater extended this
study to include the stress and strain beha vior of reinforced concrete (WU andGhaboussi,
1992) . In the models for plain co ncrete. the input for the netw or ks included stress and
strainincrements. and the output included either stress or strain increments. depending OG
whether the neural nerwork was considered to be stress-controlled or strain-controlled.
The models for reinforced concrete included all pertinent data to describe the behavior of
the concrete. The data included the co ncrete compressive strength and strain and the
cracking strength of the concrete; this information was implicitly included in the stress-
strain material variables through oormalization on the principal compressive and tensile
stresses and principle compressive strains(WU and Ghaboussi. 1992 ). Also included in
the input data was informatio n regarding the reinforcing steel such as yield stress and
reinforcement ratio . Finally, the stress and strain states for two stress increments were
included in the input data. The output data for the reinforced concrete model:again
included current stress or strain increment All neural network models were found to
perform satis facto rily, i.e., they were able to predict stress and strain states with
reasonable accuracy.
Although the outcome of the Gbaboussi. Garrett and Wu models was then utilized in a
finite element model for concrete. these rationale behind the formulation of the neural
netw ork models for these studies was similar to the current investigation. Therefore, the
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content and methods of these studies will be very useful for the current investigation.
However. these studies do DOtdirectly conflict with the current investigation as they were
completed for a different purpose. Also , the oeura.I networks were trained using
experimental data from tests conducted on reinforced concrete panels subjected to in-
plane shear in contrast to the reinforced concrete slabs subjected to coocentrated and
flexural loadsused in the present investigation. Therefore, the information sought in the
current investigation is outside ofthe training domain fo r these studies .
A very recent study again addres ses constitutive modeling of concret e using neural
networks (Sankarasubramanian and Rajasekaran., 1996) . However, neural networks are
utilized only to predict one aspect of the stress-strain curve and do not consi der concrete
material properties for input . This study is usefuJ as it again showsthe success o f neural
networks in similar applications to the investigation for predicting concrete strucruraI
behavior.
Neural network research fer concrete slabs bas focused on the initialstructural design of
these slabs. The neuralnetwork developed by Arslan and lnce (1994) , for example, takes
the mo ment andslab support conditions as inputs to prod uce only the moment coefficients
Deeded for slab design. None of such efforts. howev er, predict the slab' s overall
responses to loadin g conditio ns.
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2.3.7 General Neura l Networ k Models for Predicting Crack
Patterns
Limited research hasbeencooductcd in using DeUn.I eerwcrks to modelcracks in general .
One application stu<fied the detection and mapping of cracks in eggs (pat el C1 aI.• 1994) .
This investigation used ecmpner vision to modelthepicture ofa cracked egg using a grid
of pixels. In c:ontrasl to the current investigation. the only output of this network
predicted whether the egg wascrack ed or not ; the study did not address the prediction of
the actual pattern of the crack. Like one of the crack pattern neural networks in the
current investigation (NN 2a). how ev er . the success or failure of this mode l was based on a
percentage ofcorrect predictions, not the actualnumerical accuracy of the model
2.4 Summary
In the present stud y, the use of DeUnJ..I networks in predicting the structural beha vior of
concrete in slabsis experimented with for several reasons, including:
• Neural netwo rk approximations are equally as accurate as other complexmathematical
approximations (Cuperrter and Barth elemy, 1993) ;
Neural networks are able to generalize solutions to new, unseen cases. most accurately
within the trainin g domain (F100d andKartam, 1994); and
• An adequa te number of training cases will be usedto train th e network as experimental
resu.lts on fulJ-scaleslabswere monitored since 1990 (Muzouk and Hussein. 1991) .
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This chapter has reviewed the previous work related to neural networks in civil
engineering and stJucturaI analysis. While it is apparutt that a large amount andvariety of
applications of neural networks exists in these fields, thereis no single application thatbas
been used to determine the structural behavior of concrete slabs in particular . However.
all of the previous works described provide significant insight into the development and
modeling of a neural network for the current investigation of the structural behavior of
concrete slabs .
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Chapter 3
Neural Network Model of a Reinforced
Concrete Slab's Structural Behavior
3.1 Introdu ction
The structural behavior of reinfo rced concrete slabscan be quanti tatively described in a
Dumber of different ways. In this study, four complementary aspects were chosen to
represent this behavior as they can provide a structural engineer with valuable insigh t into
the failure mechanism of a co ncrete slab . These aspects are : I) load-detlection behavio r,
2) final crack pan em formation; 3) reinforcing sted strain dismbution at slab failure; and
4) concrete strain distnbution at slab faifure. Eacb aspect lends itself to a neuralnetwork,
tber efc re, fout seperer e De.Jn.1 network models have been devel oped to predict these
aspects
A structured methodo logy for neural netwo rk application devel opment (Hegazy et al.•
1994) was utilized as an overall fiamewo rk for developing each neun.I eetwork. The
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methodology incorporated three main phases as illustrated in Figure 3.1: I) concept; 2)
design; and3) implementation. This chapter-will focus on the completion of the first two
phases of the model development. while chapter 4 will focus on the finalpbase.,that is, the
implemeotation phaseofmodel development.
3.2 Neural Network Coneept Development
The concept stage. as shown in Figure 3.1, includes two steps that involve selecting the
application thea the paradigm for the neural network model . The first step involves
choosing an application which is amenable to neural network modeling . AD four of the
propo sed neural network modules encompassed by the curren t study were easily
convened to neural networks as the inputs and outputs for each module were readily
defined. as described below (Sectio n 3.3).
Since a concrete slab behaves differentfy according to the variety of combinations of
factors that describe the slab. it could be said that the behavior of a concrete slab is
panerned according to its makeup . Therefore, the four oeura1 network applications that
were select ed for the current study are primarily pattern recognition prob lems. For the
second step of the concept Phase. the Backpropagatioo paradigm was selected as the
neural network type suitable for modeling the applications . The principal reason this
architecture was chosen is that, as described in Chapter 2, it is the predominant paradigm
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used in existingstructural analysis applicati ons due to its simplicity and its suitability for
panem-cecognition problems.
3.3 Model Design
The Dex::t pba.seof neural network development is model design,. which comprises two
main tasks : 1) problem analysis; and 2) prob lem suuauring. Problem analysis, on the one
hand. is the identification and use of the independent (eoe-correleted) factors that fully
describe the slab. Problem structuring, on the other hand. entails the representation of
such descriptive factors along with their associa ted result in the fonn of inputs and
outputs, as requiredby the mod eling of each individual neural netwo rk. Identification of
the input data was conducted simultaneously fer all four neural networks (NNs) as the
same dat a was used to describe aD of the reinforced concrete slabs in the study . The
fact ors whi ch could describe the physical properties of a reinforced concret e slab were
tint grouped into four main categories: I) slab geomettica1 dimensions; 2) aggregate
properties; 3) coecreee prcpernes; and 4) reieforcenenr-steel properties . The inpuu fe r
alI four NNs were then readily defined from these four categories; boundary and loadin g
conditions for eachslabwere also add ed to the input descriptions. These resulted in a
total ofnineteen input factors as described in Table 3.1.
Problem analysis was required on an individual basis for eachof the four NNs in order to
det ermine their outputs. The outputs for all four models were obviously different. as each
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eoocrete
Properties
Loadiag&
Bo.......,.
CoaditioDS
Tab le 3. 1. Description oflD put Categories and Faeton
hP'"''''''''''I. Slab thickness (mm)
2. Slab Depth (mm)
J . Ratio ofRebarDepthto Slab depth
4. SlabSpan (nun)
s. Aggregate Type (l-SandstoDe~ 2 =-Granite)
6. Aggregate Size (mm)
7. Concrete Compressive Strength (MPa)
8. Concrete Tensile Strength (MPa)
9. Concrete Modulus ofEJasticity (MPa)
10. Reinforcing Sted Ratio
11. Rebar Size (I -MlO; 2:'MIS)
12. Rebar Shape (<>=Smooth; I-Deformed)
13. Rebar Spacing (mm)
14. Number of Rebar Layen
IS. Rebar Yidd Strength (MPa) It 10,000
16. Rebar Modulus ofE1asticity (MPa) It 10,000
17. Type of Sbear Rc:infon:emenr: «)=None~ 1"'Hat; 2=U-Shape~ 3- W.
Shape)
18. Load Type (lFA>ciaI; I- Beoding; 2- Axial+1len<fing;3<yc\ic
19. Bound.vy Coodin"", (<>=Simply Supponed; I- Fixed; 2~Putially FIXed)
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model was designed to produce separate yet complementary results. In addition. different
ways ofproblem structuring (the second halfof model design) were experimented with for
each NN in order to achieve the optimum network to solve the pro blem, The resulting
structure for each NN is described in the foUowing paragraphs, with the results and
corresponding optimum structure described in Chapter 5.
3.3.1 NNl: Load-Deflection Behavior
The Ioad-deflection neural network model wasthe first model tested in the current study,
the validity of the neural network: technique was tested in this original neural networ k.
For this reason. two separate neural network models were experimented with in detail in
order to arrive at the optimal configuratio n of the outputs for this model. As shown in
Figure 3.2, the number of inputs and outputs in each network are as follows :
Neural Netwo rk la: 19 inputs (slab descriptors) and 11 outputs (load-deflection
descriptors). Load-deflection curve in this case is modeled as ten values co rresponding to
deflections at each l()O/O load increment and an eleventh value representing the ultimate
load reached is provided.
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Figure 3.1. Denript ion or L-D Neural Nclwork Inpllt. and Oulpul.
Neural Network Ib : 19 inputs (slab descriptors ) and 4 outpUU (load-deflectio n
descript ors). Load-d eflection curve in thiscase is modeled as four values corresponding to
a slab' s yield load.deflection at yield.,ultimate load, anddeflectioo at ultimate load .
The finalconfigurations for these two models are as shown in Figure 3.2.
3.3.2 NN2: Crack Pattern at Fa ilure
As previously described in Secti on 3.3, the inpuu for this neuraInetwork modelconsisted
of the nineteen factors describing the concret e slab. The selection of the outputs to
describe the final crack pattern for a reinforced concrete slab, however , was a difficult
task; while recognizing patterns of images is an intuitive and simple task. for humans, it is a
complex wk for computers and requires specialized AI-based modeling. Despit e the
modeling difficul ties., a concrete slab' s crack pan em provid es insight into the failure
mechanism of the slab and its rate of deterio ration under loading . The outputs for this
neuralnetWOrkcould be modeled in • variety of ways. These varied from exact detailin g
of the dimensional location of cracks to less detailed schematic representations. The
detailed mode~ however, was expected to involve a large size neura.I network, thus
requiring a larger number of trainingcases than were available from the experimental
testin g. Three schematic models were then proposed as shown in Figure 3.3, and the
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advantages anddisadvan tages of each model were reviewed. After thorough analysisand
mitiaJexperimentation with the three types of models. the third approadl was select ed due
to its simple represerttation and its appropriat e proportion of outputs to inputs. A fourth
model. which was designed with • less subjective approach to producequantitative results
for the extent of radial and tangential cracking. was also selected for compariso n with the
results for the schematic model chosen. The final outputs for the two neural network:
models are as shown in Figure 3.4.
3.J.J Co ncrete Strai n Distribution
An effective indicator of the extent of cra.clcing throughout • concrete slab is the
distribution of the strainsthroughout the slab, that is, if the measured concrete strainsare
greater-than the crushing strain of concrete (appro ximately greater-than .0003 5), it can be
assumed that a crack will have occurred at the measured location. Ther efore,
represearadve values for the coecrete strain at the edge of the slab, at a midpo int of the
slab andat the column face at failw-e of the slab would indicate the extent of the cracIcs
throughout. the slab. These values were easily convened to outputs fer the first neural
network model for predictin g the distribution of the maximum concrete mains throughout
the slab. Again, all nineteen. inputs described in Section 3.3 were used in this model .
Originally, prediction of both tangential and ndia1 strain distnbutioo was proposed.
however, only tangential strains were measured along a radiusfor most of the tested slabs.
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Figun 3.4. Dacription of Craclc Pattern Network Outputs
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TJws. one neural netWOrk model was developed to predict only the tangential strain
distribution.
A good indicator of the coocentntion of stresses at the face of the stub co lumn would be
the measured concrete strainsat various loads at the column face This woul d provide
information regarding any failure that could occur at the sLab-columnconnection. since
this point is the most stressed point on the concrete slab. So. another neural network
model was developed to predi ct concrete strains at vario us load increments at the column
face . The final outpu ts for both concrete strain models are shown in Figure3. S.
3.3.4 Reinforcing Steel Strain Distribution
A fourth group of oeuraI octwork mcxielswas developed to predict the distrib ution of
reinforcing steel strains throughout the concrete slab. This oeuraI network group was
designed to provide info rmation regarding the extent of yielding of the reinforcing steel .
This informatio n is useful because. when the reinforcing steel yields, the full tensile and
compressive loads are carried by the concrete alone ; failure of the slabwould probably
first occur at this location. One neunl netwo rk model was constructed; this was designed
to predict the radius ofyield for the reinforcing steel only as well as the distnb ution of the
maximum strains in the reinforcing steel along a radius throu gh the slab. The resulting
neural network: mod els are shown in Figure 3.6.
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3.4 Summary
Develo pment of a reliable neural network model is essential fa!" the proper prediction of
resuhs for a problem. Therefore. the appropriat e selection of inputs and outputs for each
NN module proposed for the prediction of the structural behavior of reinforced co ncrete
slabs must be conducted prior to implementati on of the model. This chapter discusses the
selection of these inpuu andoutputs, along with the reasons for their selection. Chapter 4
wiDmen discuss the implementation of these modds, along with the assignment of actual
data to the inputs and outputs developed in this chapter.
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Chapter 4
Computer Implementation of the Neural
Network Models
4.1 Introdu ction
The implemen tation phase of neural netwo rk model development is comprised of two main
tasks : I) training data preparation; and 2) training and testing. Once the inputs and outputs
for the four neural network mode ls were defined in the concept and model design phase s.
the validity of the neural netw ork concept was then tested by conducting training and
testing on the data for the concrete slabs. This chapter addresses both phases of model
implementation for the four neural netw orks tbaJ:were designed in Chapter 3.
4.2 Data Prepara tion
The basis of neural network modeling is a training mechanism on a group of known
examples o f problems and their solutions . Therefore, to develop neural network
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predictive models of a concrete slab's structural bebavior, existing data on some
experimental slabs were used in this study . Over the past ten years, extensive researchon
the stru ctural behavior of co ncrete slabs bas beenconduct ed at the Memorial University of
Newfoundland including a number of experimental tests on full-scale reinforced concr ete
slabs . The research bas beendocumented in several publicatio ns (Marzouk and Hussein.
199 1; Emam et al., 1995 , and Jiang, 1994). The experimental tests repo ned in Marzouk
and Hussein (1991) studied the behavior of seventeen normal and high strength concret e
slabs subjected to concentrated loads applied axially through a stub co lumn. Followin g
that, additional tests (Emam er al., 1995) were conducted on fourteen reinforced concrete
slabs and column connecti ons subject ed to not only axial load but also bending moment .
To further study the effects of shear reinforcement 00 the slabs' behavior, Tlang (1994 )
conducted supplemental tests on seven high strength concrete slabs. For each slab tested
in these studies. detailed info rmation regarding the factors that describe a concrete slab
andacco rdingly affect its stru ctural behavior were docum ented .
A data acquisition system was connected to the test setup of the concrete slabs andwas
used to automatically record severaldataelements during aDofthe tests . Deflection at the
slab centers was measured at a series of loads using linear variable differential transformer
(L VDl) gauges. Using electrical strain gauges, steel strains wer e measured at different
points at the surfaceof the reinforcing steel while concrete strains were measured at the
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compression faceof the concrete slab. Cracks were marked during loadin g and the final
crack patterns were pbotographed.
The first step in prep ara tion of data involved formulating the load-test resuhs for the
thirty -eight full scale reinforced concrete slabs in the appropriate input and output fannats
for each neural netwo rk model . Detail s on how the data was extrapolated for each neural
network. are included in Table 4.1. Final crack patterns were not available for aUthirty-
three slabs and some of the concrete and reinforcing steel strain gauges were damaged
during testing. so oot all of the slabscould be usedfor training and testing NNs 2 through
4. The foUowing analy sis of the strain gauge data (both for the co ncrete and reinforcing
steel) was required . Strain gauge readings were reviewed for ccnsistercy; those that
remained at the extremes (near 0 or 1) throu ghout the test or that fluctuated significantly
durin g the course of the test were co nsidered to be unreliable. Ifstrai n gauge readin gs did
not appear reliable, the entire case was removed from the pool of da ta available for
trainin g and testing the neural networks. The resulting total number of slabs used for
trainin g cases and those that were reserved for later testing of all of the trained oeuraI
networks is shown in Table 4 .1.
In ord er to validate the information content of the training cases used. a simple test was
first cond ucted on trainin g data for the seventeen slabs used in the Hussein study ( 1991);
this was complet ed prior to training NN I (lead-deflection curve). Th e test examined the
S3
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relationship between an input paramet er (e.g., concrete compressive strength) and an
output parameter (ultimate load reached), dep icted in aD of the tnining cases . These
relationships (01" general trends) were ~lished through simple regression analysis and
then compared. with common knowledge in this domain. Following this analysis., the
concrete compressive strength exhibited a logical direct relationshi p with the ultimate load
reached by the slab, and as such. it was concluded t..baJ: the data was sufficient for initial
trainingofNNI .
4.3 NeuroSbell 2 Software
NeuroShen (1990) is an existing neural netw ork software package which contains all of
the features that are necessaryto trainand test a neuralnetwork. This original version bas
been upgraded several times sincethe original issue. NcuroShdl (1990) was used for the
initial training and testin g of NNI (Load-deflection). The information was then
transferred to NeuroS heU 2., Re lease3.0, and the upgraded software was then utilized for
final modeling oftbe problem and tnlining of aDafme networks (NNs 1 through 4) . The
windows-based neuralnetwork software was chosen for its esse-of-use, speed oftraining,
and for its bast of features that permit user optimizati on of netwo rk training . Some
advantages of NeuroSheU 2 include: 1) the ability to import and export data files; 2) the
choice ofseveral. different neuralnetwork archit ecture s, which allows the user to select the
para digm most suited to hislber particular application; and 3) visualtraining.which allows
SS
the user to evaluate when training is sufficientby viewing the training grap hically or by
viewin g the network: training statistics. Figure 4 .1 demo nstrates the user -fiiendly aspect of
NeuroSheJI 2. For more details regarding the Neuro SheD 2 software. the reader is
referred to theNeuro ShelI 2 User's Manual (199 5) .
4.4 Training
After the data for the training cases (Appendix A) was input to the software. training was
comp leted for an oftbe ncun1 networks. Originally, for NNI (load ddlection). training
was conducted on the twelve slabs contained in M.arzouk. and Hussein's study ( 1991).
This was done to confirm the suitability of the neural netwo rk.technique for the problem at
hand . Once this was confirmed, fifteen cases from the remaining two studies we re later
added and retraining was conducted. The addition of the result s from these tests widened
the domain of concrete slabs included in training, thereby augmenting the ability of the
neural network to generalize the mode l. The remaining three neural network. models
(NN2 through 4) were tbm trainedwith anof the trainingcases available for each model .
The same iterative procedure was utilizedfor tnining each of the four neural networks.
Two separate fonns of neural network architecture were utilized to train all four neural
network models: the Backpropagation architecture (BP) and the General Regress ion
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Neural Network (GRNN). These two architectur es were selected to assure that the
optimum neural network configuration was cboseoto train the models.
4.4.1 Backpropagation using NetPerfect
Since trainin g is essentiall y an iterative process, two simp lified approaches were carried
out to arrive at the optimal training level for each neuralnetwork using BP. In the tim
approach, the '"NetPerfect" feature of the software was used where, at predetttmined
iDtervalsduring training. Neuro5beD2 would test the nerworkon an independen test data
set . If the error on the test set was lower than the previous optimal network, the new
network woul d be saved; this process would continue until no improvement in the
network occu rred. An average error for all training cases would then be computed for
comparison purpo ses. The TwboProp feature of NcuroShell2 was also used; this method
adjusts neewcrk connection weights only after the network: encounters an entire set or
epoch of training patterns . By doing this.the network can converge at • faster rate than
when weights are randomly updated without the eeework seeing an entire set of training
patterns.
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4.4.2 Backpropagation using Stepwise Training
Stepwise training was next conducted by successively increasing the number of training
epochs (i.e ., cycles thro ugh a complete training set ) beyond which the error was
minimized on the training set. This was done because the smaller DUIJlber of cycles II the
earlier stages exposed the network to less training time and thus the network did DOt focus
on the training cases . This would result, theoreticall y. in good genenlization capabilities
of the neural network: on any test cases for concr ete slabs not previously applied to the
neural network. 0 0 the one hand, if training time were not sufficient, this could mean
unacceptable network performance. On the other band,. if the network were overtrained.
(i.e., higher number of cydes since average minimum error), this coul d occur a1 the
expense ofits generalization performance. Steps of 50, 100, 200 and 1000 cyc les beyond
the minimum error were progressively applied as the training time was increased for each
neural network model. Once again. average errors for training cases were com puted for
comparison purpo ses.
4.4.3 General Regression Neural Network
An alternat e neural network paradigm.. the general regress ion neural netw ork, was also
applied to aDoftbe NN model s. This type ofncural network: has beenshown to perform
S9
beston modelsfor which there is only a minimaJamount ofdataavai1able to train and test
the model . This an::hir:ecture was experimented.with in this study as there was • limited.
number of eases available to train and test some of the oeun.I network models; this
paradigm could theoretically provide lower erro rs than the more conventionaDy used
Backpropagation neural network.
4.5 Testing
Once the neural networks were trained. the predictive capabilityof the eeural netWOrks
was then checked.on an independent test set . In this case, a weighted average of the
errors for the sample and test cases was computed. using a 70010 weight 00 the test cases.
and a 300/0 weight on the training cases. These weights were randomly chosen to
emphasizea greater weight on the test cases because, it coul d be assum ed that the neural
network would have a greater chance for learning the results for cases previously shown
to it (training cases) and a lower erro r on these cases would be expected; however. a
lower error for the test cases would indicate greater pert"ormance of the eetwcrc. Once
the resultswere reviewed. the optimum neural netwo rk models were chosen for each
module (those with the lowest weighted error) , along with the ideal trainin g method to be
utilized.
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4.6 Summary
Data preparation and trainingltesting arc processeswhichare used to implement the neunl
network modd. Several iterations of this process are usually required in order to achieve
optimum results for the model . General details regarding model implementation are
discussed in this chapter , along with a review of the software utilized to accomplish the
training and testing for all of the networks. Chapter 5 addresses the results obtained from
training and testing each of the neural netw ork mod els, as well as the selection of the ideal
neural networ k models and training method s utilized for each problem .
6 1
Chapter 5
Results
5.1 Introduction
Results for all of the four neunl network modules were produced by the software and
were reviewed on an ongoing basis as each NN was trained and tested. From these
results. the optimum netw or k was selected for each problem in two stages . The first stage
consisted of choosing the ideal training method and network architecture by minimizing
the weighted error for eacb method and architecture. The ideal step for stepwise training
was tim selected and compared with the results produced by the use of the NetPerfect
fean=. Then. the ...wu produced using backpropagation were compared with the
GRNN modd and the optimum arehitecture (with the lowest weighted error) was
selected. As previously described. the weight ed erro r is an average of the errors for the
sample and test cases. with a 700/0 weight used on the test cases and a 3QD/o weight on the
training cases. The second stage involvedchoosing the ideal modeJ for the problem,.again
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by~ the weighted errors produced for each indMduaI modd aod by also
ewl uaring the ability of the netwo rk to produce results (for examp le. load-ddJection
curves) consistent with those produced by the cxperimeutalload tests. The resuItsfor the
optimum mod el for each neural network are tabulated in Appendix B .
5.2 Load-Deflection Behavior
The results prod uced by ste pwise training for NNIa, which predicted the deflection aCthe
slab at ten different load increments and the ultimate load. and NN lb . which predicted the
yield and ultimate loads and deflections, are plotted in Figure 5.1, showin g the training
stages versus the weighted netWork. perfbnaaece error for each eetwork, As shown,
NNl a performed ideally 1%the last step (tRinin g iterations beyo nd minimum average error
- 1000). with a weighted error of 16.31%, while NNlb performed ideally at the third step
(training iterations beyond minimumaverag e error - 2(0). resultin g in a weighted error of
15.09'%. This illustratesthe necessity for conductingstepwise training sepame tyfor each
NN. as each NN could produce the minimum error at • different leveL
Next. Table 5 .1 compares the weightederrors resulting from stepwise training with those
produced by use of the NetPerf'ect feature . It can be seen from the results for both
networks that the NetPerl'ect feature trained the networks in the optimum manner .
Although the average error on the training cases was lower at the optimum stepwise
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Table 5.1. Results (or TrauliDI Load·DeflectiOD Curve Neural Network
Mood Nmvork TrainiDZ; Average Average Weighleel
ArtbitKture MKbaadm ElTOr +oD ElTOr OD El'TOr- ODaD
TraiDing Test Cases
Cases Cues
(%) (%) ( %)
BadcpropagatioD NetP erfect - 8.36 t9.n 16.31
NN la: B8ckpropaplioD Stepwise- - 1.9 1 22.49 16.3 1
GeaenJ NlA t.rz 13.85 10.22
Ilegrmioa NN
B8ckpropqatiOD NetPcrfect 6.87 U .04 10.48
NN lb: 8.lckpropq:lltioa Stepwise 7.59 18.30 15.09
GaNerai NlA 19.83 20.97 20.63
JtsmsiOD NN
Auto-optimization feature ofNeuroshell2
Training method by which the number of epochs since minimum error is
sequentially increased until the ol'tim:um results are obuined.
Average error « Abso lute value of <Network.~.~ Outwt)
Weighted Average Error "" (0.3 x Training Error ) + (0.7 X Test Error)
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training level for eachnetwork, the averag e erro r for the independent test cases wu much
bigbcs"(> 22% forNN l a and > 18% forNNlb),1eading one to concl ude that thenetworks
actually overtrained on the sample cases andmay have lost their ability to genenIize for
any example presented to the network.
Table 5.1 also compares the weighted errors produced by the backpropagarion NN with
those produced by the GRNN model. While the GRNN versionof NN l a showed a lower
average weighted error than the optimum network trainedusing backpropagation (NN l b),
the ultima te load and deflection predicted by the network fell far short of the actual
ultimate load deflection ruched in theexperimental tests, as shown in the sample slabs in
Figures 5.2 and 5.3. And. the error produced by the GRNN netwo rk for NNl b was in
excess of 200/0. the worst for all of the training co nduct ed . 'Ib erefore, the usefulness of
thebackpropagation architecture for this particular neuralnetWOrkwas confirmed.
The load-det1ecti on curves gencnted by the optiIIwm oetwor'k for" each NN architecture
wen: then plotted against the actual curves producedby experimentaI1oad-tests . Sample
load-deflection curves for each NN architecture and uaining method are shown in Figure
5.2 for NNla and Figure 5.3 for NNI b. As is shown by these curves. thecurves produced
by NNl b (backpropagationINetPerfect ) more close ly matched those produced from the
experimental tests. With an overall minimum weighted error of 10.480/0. it was
determined that this neunJ network: could be usedas & reliable alternative to the costly test
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procedures for the prediction of the load..<feflection curve values. both numerically and
5.3 Crack Pattern at Failure
The accuracy of the crack: pattern model was more difficultto interpr et as the ability of the
network to produce a correct ietepretaticn of final crack paneras was equally as
important to the final outcome as the eerwork performance error. Thus. the first crack.
pattern model. NN2a. which identified the aadc shape characteristics in terms of eight
outpUt parameters, was first evaluated to determine whether it sufficiently representedthe
crack:patterns. The errors for training and test sets of this model were computed in two
separat e ways. In the first method, a weight from 0 to 1 was chosen for each output
according to the ability of that output to affect the overall picture of the crack pattern.
These wcigbu were then app lied to the error for that output (erro r com puted using the
absolutcva.lue of Actual~rk ). An Average ofaJI ofthc weighted errors
was then computed for both training and test cases. As was done in the load-d cfl.cetion
curve modcI, a fina.Iweight:was APPlied to this avenge. using a 7Q1'/.weight on the test
cases. with a 30% weight on the tnlining cases . The final errors arc swnmarized in Table
5.2 for both backpropagarion and GRNN models . Using this method for comparing
errors, the second stage of stepwise training (number of cycles since minimum averag e
error w 100 ) provided the optimum results,with an average weightederror of 24.8%. A5
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Tabl~ 5..1. Resul ts for Training Crack Patt~rn Network (NN Z)
Modell
£nur
M....od
NN 2a ,
Using
Wtd
E....r
NNZa:
-Ie of
Wrong
Pic tUrei
B.dlpropaptioa
BKkpropaptioa.
G<uenJ
Rep'essioDNN
B.c:kprop aptioa
Badl:propilptioD
G<uenJ
RegreuiOD NN
B.c:kpropa&.tioD
BKkprop.&.tiODGene'"RgrnIiOD NN
Training
MechaDism
NetPerfect-
Stepwise- -
N/A
NetPerfect
Stepwise
N/A
NetPerfect
Stepwise
N/A
AV~Mlge
Error·on
Trai ning
Cases
(%)
19.49
14.74
11.38
38.00
28.57
19.05
16.33
2.00
2.87
Aycrag~
EI'Tor 00
Tat
ea...
(%)
55 .82
29 .08
57.22
83.33
50.00
66 .67
23 .36
28 .07
20 .03
(%)
3039
24 .78
43 .46
51.60
43.57
52.38
21.25
20.25
14.88
Auto-optimization feature ofNeuroshell2
Training method by which the number of epochs since minimum error is
sequentially increased until theo~ results ate obtained.
Average error ""Absolute value of CNerwodc~-= Output>
Weighted Average Error =(O.J x Training Error) + (0 .7 x Test Error )
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can be seen from Table 5..2.this method oftnining produced a weighted error which was
lower than that produced by training conducted with the use of the NetPerfect feature .
Also. the choice of the backprcpagarion architecwre over the GRNN architecture was
againconfirmed. as the GRNN model prod uced weightederrors in excess of 4QO/..
In the seco nd method for computing errors, the total number of incorrect pictures of the
crack patt ern as a percentage of the overall Dumberof crack patterns was calculated to
determine the overall effectiv eness of the modd. These errors were then weighted for the
training and test cases as was done in the tint method . The second stage of stepwise
training again produced the optimum~ however. with this method of analyzing
errors, 44% of the predicted crack patt erns would be incorrect or 56% of the predicted
crack patterns produced the correct pictures . Table 5.2 againsummarizes these errors for
all leveJs oftraining.
Regardlessof the method utilized to evaluate the overall error for the oeucaInetwork, a
weighted error of either 24 .8% or 44% couJd DOt be considered accurate enou gh to
reliably predict a crack. pattern for a previ ously untested concrete slab. Because of these
inaccuracies, a DeW model, NN2 b. was proposed with fewer . more quantitativeoutputs in
an effort to further minimize the errors. This model, as shown in Figure 3.4, predicted
only the tangential crac king radius and the extent of radial CJllCking. Although less exact,
this model stiI1produced results conforming to an acceptable schematic representation of
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the final cnck panem formation. Nc:uraI networks generall y perform better with fewer
outputS to predict. as is iIlustrzted by the two ~ection models. As is indicated by
Table 5..2.the weighted erors for the new NN model (NN2b) were subswttiaDy less than
those reflected in the results for NN2a for aDforms of tr3in:i:ng and architecture. With a
weighted error of 14.88%, the general regression aeura1 netwo rk produced the optimum
resuftsforthismodel.
Altbougb a sufficient amount of training cases appeared.to be available for this aetwork, a
high percentage of the mining cases (more than 80% ) predicted crac k patterns indicative
of failure due to pure or ductil e punching shear . As a result. aDof the networks appeared
to focus 0 0 this type of fiJ.i.lure pattern and had difficulty genc:ralizing to other crack
patterns. To illustrate this. Figure 5.4 contains network-produced sample crack patterns
for punching shear failure and flexural failure as compared to the actual crack patterns
encountered during experimental testing.
The GRNN model is designed to predict 0Utp.JU aroun d the average for the results in the
training domain. As a result, this form of neural netWOrk: was more successful than the
more traditional backpropagatioo model in predictingoutputs for this particular grou p of
training and test cases . It is anticipated that.with the additioo of further test cases from a
wider training domain (ie., a wider variety of crack patterns), the baclcpropagation neural
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network woul d provide better results. t.berebyfurther improving the performance of this
model.
5.4 Concrete Strain Distri butioo
Separate training and testing was conducted for each concrete strain distribution model
(NN 3&. which predicted tangential concrete strain disuibutioo at three points along a
radius through the slab. and NNlb. which predicted the concrete mains at the column
face at four load increments). The optimum NN architecture and tnioing method was
tbco chosen for each model as each was designed to provide mutually exclusive resul ts .
Unfortuna tely. a minimalset of results (nine in total ) were availab le for training andtesting
both mod els as the majority of the strain gauges were dama ged after cracks started
forming in the concrete. Tabl e 5.3 summarizes the errors produ ced during training and
testing for both models . & shown. the errors were quite high for aDforms of training and
testing except that conduct ed using the NetP erfect andTurboProp features; the minimum
weighted errors produced by these DCtWOrb were 22.1()1'.... for NN3. and 17.26% for
NNlb. When plotted againstthe resultsfrom aetuaI experimental tats, these networks
were both able to prod uce results that followed trends encount ered by the aetuaI tests as
is shown by Figures 5.5 and 5.6 . It is anticipated that the resul ts for both netwo rks could
only improve with the additio n of further experimental data. for training and testing the
netWOrks.
n
T.bl~ 5.3 . ResaI ts ror TrainiDI Concrete Strain Distribution N~ural Netw ork (NN3)
Mod rJI
Em>r
Meth od
Netw ork
ArcbitKturr
TraiDiDg
Mtthaaism
Average
Enur+oD
TraiDinl
Cas<s
(%)
Avuag~
EnurOD
Test
Cas<s
(%) (%)
N/A
NN 3a:
Backpropaptioll NaPerfect·
BackpropapnoD Stepwise··
G<o<nl
RqreuiOD NN
5.21
7.81
4<).72
29.35
48.02
35.28
22.10
44.09
36.92
37.05
17.26
24.16
19.42
26.42
4<).64
12.22
18.90
NetPerfect
Stepwise
Backpropar;atioD
BackpropqaDon
Gen<nJ
RecrasiOIl NN NJA 28.69
NN 3b:
Auto-optimizatioo featureofNeurosbeIl2
Training method by which the number of epochs since minimum error is
sequentiall y increaseduntil tbeo~ results are obtained .
Average error '" Absolute value of CNetwodc~-~ Output)
Weighted Average Error> (0.3 x:Tnining Error) +(0.7" Test Erro r)
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5.5 Steel Stra in Distribution
As there wasjust one model for steel straindistnbution,. selection afthe ideal modelonly
involved choosing the training method andNN architecture which prod uced results with
the minimwn error for this model. TnUning and testing for this network again involved a
smaller DUIDber of cases than those available for the load.c1eBection and craclcpattern
models (nine uaining cases and three test eases) as strain gauges were again damaged
during experimental testing. reducing the data available. The neural network, however ,
perfo rmed well considering this limit ed amount of available data. Table SA shows the
weigl:tted errors for the results for this model; as shown. the network: trained with the
NetPerfect feature provided the optimum results with an avenge weighted error of
14.52%. The DCtWOrk results as compared to those obtained during experimCDtal testing
for the steel main distribution through a sample slabin the radial direction is also shown
in Figur e 5.7. The netwo rk predictions follow the actualresults quite closely when plotted.
While an error within this range can not be considered fully accurate, a reasonable
distnbution can stilI be shown and these resultscan be considered reasonable with respect
to the complexity oftbe prob lem and the limitedmunberof training cases available .
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Table 5.4 . Resul ts for Tra in ing Reiofordng Sted Strain Distribution Neural
Netwo rk (NN 4)
Training
MKhaDism
A. .....
ErTor·oa
Train ing
eas..
(%)
Average
ElTOroo
T... eas..
(%)
(%)
BadqJrnpa. atioD NetPerfect 13.63 14.91 14.52
Backpropqatioa Stepwise 11.69 21.28 18.40
Gmtral~ioo NN N/A 22_11 22.58 22.44
Auto-opt:imizJltion feature ofNcuroshell2
Training method by wbich the number of epochs since minimum error is
sc:querItially increased until the optimum results are obtained.
Average error - Absolut e value of l'Ne1work QJtput - Actual Output)
Aetual Outp ut
Weighted Average Errcr e (0.3 x Training Erro r) + (0.7 x Test Error)
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5.6 Summary
Results for" the four neural networkmodelsare discussed in this chapter. The combined
implementation of these models in a comprehensive spreadsheet tool is discussed in
Chapter 6, and conclusionsreachedfrom these results are discussedin Chapter7.
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Chapter 6
Spreadsheet for the Prediction of the
Structural Behavior of Reinforced
Concrete Slabs
6.1 Introduction
Thischapter focuses on the development ofa spreadsheet which combines the four neural
network models imo a comprehensive tool that can be used for the structural analysis of
reinforced concret e slabs . G iveathe factors that describe the slab. a spreadsheet can be
utilized to predict. through four separate modules. the Ioad-defiection curve, the failure
crack pattern. the concrete straindistribution and the reinforcing sted strain distribu tion
for the slab. A user-fiiendly "interface" sheet guides the operator of the spreadsheet
through the four modules for simple and quick predictions which can then be printed for
further use.
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6.2 Development of the Spreadsheet Model
The spreadsheet was developed as a Microsoft.Excel 5,0 Workbook whichinterfaces with
the NeuroSbe112 software for neural cetwcrk predictions. The workbook is divided into
seven separate worksheets: an ""interface" 01'" mainmenu sbeet, an instructions sheet, an
input datasheet and four output sheets which display the predict ed load-detlection curve,
the predict ed crack pattern at failure, the predicted concrete tan gential straindistnbution
and the predicted strain development at the column face, and the distnbu tion of the
maximum reinforcing steel strain distribution in a radial dir ectio n. The user moves
through the workbook by clicking directly on buttons on the main interface sheet, first by
inputtin g the nineteen factors which describe the slabon the input data sheet. then by
moving to eac h output module to view the NN predictions.
The buttons on the spreadsbect were aD customized using the V lSUa1 Basic recorder
feature of Microsoft Excel 5.0. This feature records the mouse movements of the
programmer to a macro which then simulates these movements whenever the bunan is
activated.. The oewaI network predicti ons for each module were accessed through a
Dynamic Link: Library (DU ). which execu tes the trainednetworks within NeuroShell2.
The "'CAlL.. function of Microsoft Excel 5.0 wasut:i1iUd within cells on the output sheets
to call the procedure in the DIL. A separate cell for each output item would then call the
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"Predict" function of Excel to open and execute the trained neural network. The
foUowing syntax was usedin each output: cell ;
where def.-path is the file path for the trained NN. input_array is the array ofceUs which
contain the input data.andoutput is the output node number . The "Chart wizard" feature
of Excel was then utilized to create graphic representations for the NN predictions for
each module.
An example problem will serve to funher illustrate this spreadsheet tool.
6.3 Example Problem using tbe Spreadsbeet
A reinforced concrete slab from the Emam et al. study (1995) is chosen (Slab # MI) ,
because the results for this slab are known and can be referred to by the reader for
comparison purposes. These results were usedto train or test all of the four NNs in the
current investigation.
Figure 6.1 shows the interface sheet that the user sees when the file is executed. The
"Instructions" button can be clicked upon at any time for help in using the spreadsheet,. if
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COMPREHENSIVE SPREADSHEET FOR THE PREDICTION OF
THE STRUCTURAL BEHAVIOR OF REINFORCED CONCRETE
SLABS USING NEURAL NETWORKS
Instructions
I~~
1:IlEJ
NN'
Cone.
.....
1st
NN .
.....
Snln
Dist
Figure 6.1. Interface Sbeet for Example Problem
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necessary. The "'Input Data " button is first clicked upon for input of the data; this input
data screen is shown in Figure 6.2. After inputting and/or editing the data. the user is
returned to the interface sheet . The user can then choose any one of the four icons
representing eachof the NN modules for prediction of the behavio r of this example slab.
FJg1JI'eS 6.3 through 6 .6 show each of the screens that:are displayed when each of the
buttons is clicked..
The total time spent inputting the da ta and receivingthe results was approximately three
minutes. As can be seen, this spread.sbect provides a very quick: method by which one
could estimate severalaspects of the structural behavior of reinforced concrete slabs.
6.4 Comparison of Spreadsheet Predi ctions with Actual Test
Results
The spreadsheet model was next validated by comparing predictions for the ultimate
punching load with aetuaI results for selected tests conducted by Elstner and Hognestad
(1956), Kinunen ond NyIand« ( 1960), Regan et aI. (1993) ond Hallgren (1996).
Represcrnarive slabs for each seriesof tests were chosenand were compared by using the
ntio of the spreadsheet predicted punching load divided by octuaI punclUng toad. The
results of this compariso n are compiled in Tables 6.1 and 6.2; resul ts for the test s used to
train the neun.J netwo rk withinthe spreadsh eet (Ma.rzou.kand Hussein. 199 1; Emamet al.,
1995, andfwtg" 1994 ) are inchJded in Table 6.3 for comparison.
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Figure 6.%. Input Datil Sbeet (or Eumple Pnlbl~m
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LOAD·DEFLECTION CURVE
5 10 15
--
Figure 6.3 . Predided Load-Defledion Curve Sbed ror Eu mple Problem
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CRACK PATTERN PREDICTION
Punching Shear Radius
Extent ofRadial Cracking -
· O·none
1 • 25~ th rough Slab
2 -50% of slab
3 - 75% of sla b
4 - ttvoug hout Slab
..0
•
Figure 6.4. Predicted e ndt Pattern Sbed ror E.umple Prob~m
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CONCRETE STRAIN DISTRIBUTION
Tangential Snin Dis1ribytion
= ,
J~~
"""" != ~' ------
Strain DIs1ribution at Cqlumn Face
Slraing CoIurmFtJCe
StnU1 g Mid Slab
"-"'C!! Slab Edg&
.stram g 25" UIt Load
Straing~Ult.load
strain g 79'i ur.. load
SlrainG lAt.Load
Utinate Load. m-
2516 .39
23TI .92
1282.51
200
300
...,
500
...,
Flpr'r 6.s Predkted Ceeerete StraiD DistributiODShed (or Eumple Problem
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STEEL STRAIN DISTRIBUTION
Yield radius , mm
Max. steel strain «; ~ faoe
Max. steel stnI in C mid slab
Max. steel strain C slab edge
382.5121
3511.863
2749.809
1552.465
Figu" 6.6 Predicted Sttd Stnin Distributioa Sheet ror Eumple Problem
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As shown,. the spreadsheet provi ded excel1ent predictions for the ultimat e punchingloads
for aD of the Elstner aodHogoestad (l956) .JaIn excepe for slabs 8-9 aod8-14 . Both of
these slabs., however contained a reinforcing sted. ratio of3.0. whichwas higher than the
reinforcing steel ratio for any of the slabs(MaJ'7..ouk and Hussein. 1991; Jiang, 1 994~ and
£man et at.• 1995) used to train the neural network within the spreadsheet (NNlb). The
spreadsheet also provided satisfactory predictions for many of the Kinunen and Nylander
(1960) slabs as well as the Regan et at. (1993) slabs. Again, in the cases for which
predicti ons exceed ed 25% of the actual loads reached (rati o higher than 1.25 or lower
than .75). at least ODeinput parameter was outside or at th e boundaries of the range or
domain of the paramet ers for the slabs used to train the ncuraI network within the
spreadsheet.. For examp le. the ratio for slab II-3390 (Kinunc:n and Nylander, 1960 ) was
1.54; for this particular slab, the spacing of the reinforcing steel was 74 mm., which was
just above the minimum spacing (71. 4 nun for slab # HS3 . Marzouk and Hussein, 1991) of
the slabs used to train NN l b. Finally, rather poor predictions were provided for the
lWl gren (1996) slabs; however. the concrete compressive strength for most of these slabs
was well in excess (ar: least 20 MPa ) of the concret e compressive strength for the slabs
usedto train the DCW1J.I DetwOr'k contained within the spreadsheet. Excellent predictions
were provided for aDof the .JaIn within the Mam>uk aod Hussein(1991), r_ ( 1994)
andEmam et at. (1995) slabs because these were the slabs wbich were used to train and
test: the neural network embedded within the spreadsh eet . The result s from these
comparisons therefore suggest: that the spreadsheet model performs well when presented
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with slabs within the domain of the slabs used to train the neural networks within the
spreadsheet.
6.5 Summary
This chapter bas described the developmem and implementation of a spreadsheet modd
which can be used by structural engineers for preliminary predicti on of the structural
behavior of a reinforced concrete slab. The spreadsheet combines the four previously
developed neural netw ork modeJs into one simple- to-use too l w hich can provide
predictions in minutes . The capabilities of the spreadsheet are demonstrated through an
example problem, and theaccuracy of its predictions with respect to the ultimate punching
load of a slab are established by comparison with the results of four separate series of
previously performed experimental tests on reinforced concrete slabs .
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Chapter 7
Summary and Conclusions
7.1 Summary
The investigation und er consi deration was conducted to evaluate the feasibility of using a
branch of artificial intelligence known as nauaI networks to predi ct severalaspects of the
structural behavio r of reinforced concrete slabs . This techniqu e was aamined because, in
previous studies, neural netw orks havebeen found to be a quick and reliable alternative to
lengthy experimental testing or detailed calculations. Four separate neural networks
(NN lb : load-detlection; NN2h : crack pattern; NN3 a & NN3b : concrete straindismbution;
and NN4 : reinforcing sted straindisttibution) were developed using a variety of mod els
and training techniques for each network in an attempt to seek the optimum ocuraI
network that coul d be constructed for the problem under cocsidet3ti on. One oeunI
network software program, NeuroSbeD2. was utilized for modeling.training and testing of
an of the neural networks in order to achieve consistency of results for comparison
purposes. All four neuralnetworks were trained and test ed using the results from three
series of experimental tests conducted II: Memorial University of Newfoundland which
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evaluated the behavior of oonnaI and high strength coecrete slabs subject ed to
concentrated, flexural and cyclic loading conditions. In addition, aD four neural networks
co nsidered the sam e input data.which consisted of a number ofvariabl es (grouped under
slab geometric dimensions. aggregate properties, concrete properties, reinforcing steel
properties, and loading and boundary conditions) which could affect the behavio r of the
slabs. NNI predicted the load-deflectioQ behavior of reinforced concrete slabs in two
ways; one model predicted the deflection at teo load inaements while the other model
predicted the yield and ultimate loads and deflecti oQS. Next, NN2 predicted the crack:
patt ern at failure ofth e co ncrete slabs using two appro aches . The first app roach predict ed
a schematic representation of the crack patt ern whereas the second approach predicted
just two DUmerical aspects of the final crack pattern. The third neunt.I network, NNJ.
predicted the distribution of concrete strains throughout the slabthrough two versions.
The first version predicted the maximum concrete strain distribution at three points along
a radius of the slab while the second version predicted the concrete strains at the co lumn
face at various load increments. The final neural network. NN4 . predicted the distribution
of reinforcing steel strainsthroughout th e concrete slab.
Results from the four neural networks, either individually or combined. could provide
useful informati on to a structural engineer regarding the prediction of the behavior of the
co ncret e slab. To facilitate access to this information, a co mprehensive spreadsheet tool
was develo ped which included all four of the eeural netw orks in one easy-to-understand
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format . Results could then be obtained for any or all of the four neural netWOrk models.
providing valuable information for subsequem design or analysis of reinforced concrete
slabs.
7.2 Cooclusions
Basedon the neural network modeling, training and testing conducted. the conclusions
reached regarding the use of neural networks to predict the structural behavior of
reinforced concrete slabsare summarizedbelow .
7.2.1 NNI : Load-Deflection Behavior
The load-<1ef1ection oeunl network model was consi dered to be the trial model whicb
woul d detennine the app licability of the neuralnetwork technique for the problem at hand.
To thisend.the fonowing was determiDed:
1. The backpropagation technique was the most 8CCW1lte tnlining algorithm for this
neural network. model.,confuming previous findings that backpropagation appean to
be the architecture most suited to prob lems within the civil engineering realm. due to
the simplicityofthe architecture.
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2. The CTOB produced Wer-e higher for the ocuraI netWOrlc (NNta) with the greater
DUIIlber of outpttt.s to predict, leading to the conclusion that ncuraJ Detworb are more
accurate when fewer outpUtS are predicted. The reason fur this may be that. with
fewer ouputs, the connections within the neural network layers would be less
com pl icated, therefore making it easi er for the neural network to determine the correct
connection weights, thus providing a lower error for theproblem.
3. The optimum. neural network model was able to produce results with an overall error
of IO.48Y.. whichcan be considered a reliable approximation to those produced either
by c:xperimentaI testing or mathematical calculations .
4. The load-deflection curves produced by the neural network models closely matched
those produced during experimental testing. again confirming the suitability of the
neural network.tecbn:ique as a reliable alternative to such testing.
7.2.2 NN2: Crack Pattern at Failure
From the results produced by this neural network, the foUowing conclusions can be
drawn;
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I . Mapping cnu:k: patterns using binarynumbers to indicate the exact locations of cracks
is a complex task: which is not suitable for neural network modeling due to the high
munberofoutpUtS wlDchare required.
2. The network that predicted the quantitative (analog) outputs, NN2b. produced an
overall erro r that was substantially less than that produced by the netwo rk: that
predicted the classified (bUwy) outputs. This suggests thA~ for this particular
problem. the neural network modelswere more accurate for predicting those outpUtS
whichcould be quantifi ed roth... than classified.
3. The GeneralRegression Neural NetWOrk (GRNN) architecture produced the optinmm
results for this modd due to the"clUSlering" of data in the trainingdomainaround the
same values. This confirms the 5Uitability of this neural network type for predicting
results for probl ems where the results are similar for each training case presented to
the network. It is anticipated that. because the backp ropagarion neura1 network was
more able to provide better genenlizatioa abilities in the other neunJ. eetwcrkmodels
for this problem (NN I. NN2 and NN4). this form of architecture could provide
improved results with the addition of training case s with a wider variety of crack
penems.
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7.2.3 NN3: Co ncrete Strain Distribution and
NN4: Steel Strain Distribution
Despite the minimum m..amber of cases available for training and testing of both NN3 and
NN4. the ocw-al networks were stiI1 able to predict results that differed by 1 7.2~"" and
14.S:!"/~ re>pectiveIy from those produced during aperimeaullesting. Similarly, NN. 3
and 4 were able to predict strain distnbution curves that almost matched those produced
during experimental testing. The following conclusions can also be drawn from these
remits :
1. Neural networks can. given sparse training data., predict results for cases previously
unknown to the network that generalIy concur with Icnown results .
2. The backpropagation techni que again provid ed resuhs with errors that were in the
most acceptab le range.
3. As a result of the improved network performanceencountered when further training
data was added to NNI. the addition of training data wiII most likely improve the
results of these networks in a similarmanner.
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7.2.4 General Conelu slons
In summary. the Conowing conclusions can be drawn from the combined results for alI four
neural networks :
I . The backpropagation technique is the most reliAble form. of neural netWOrk:
architecture for the problem at hand, except when the results for training cases
"clust er" around an average; in this case, the GRNN architecture is most suitab le.
2. Neural networks perform.bestwhen a minimal numberof outputs are predicted by the
modd .
3. The oeundnetwork.mod els predicted rc:sultswith the minimum errors when they were
presented with test C&.Se5 within the domain of the ttainiDg cases. especia1Jy when .I
minima.I rD..l.IIlber ofcases was usedto train the neunJ. netWOrlc. model.
4 . Neural networks can be used as a reliable alternative to costly aperimental testing as
well as lengthy empirical calcularions for predicting the structural behavior of
reinforcedconcrete slabs.
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5. Simple spreadsheets are powerful tools that can be used to illustrate andsummarize
vast amounts ofdata..
7.3 Opportuoities for Further Research
While the effectiveness of the neural netw ork technique bas been conclusively
demonstrated by the work contained within this thesis. funher research could serve to
enhance this effectiveness. For example.the addition of results from a greater numberof
reinforced concrete slabs'With a wider variety of properties and loading c:ooditions will
most likely serve to funher improve the accuracy of the neural network models already
developed. These neural networks could be expanded to predict results for a wider
variety of reinforced concrete stru ctural elements such as beams. co lumns and shear walls.
From this,.a general comprehensive too l for the prediction of the structural behavior of
reinforced concrete could then be devd oped for general use by structural engineers as a
quick andreliable alternative to existing methods ofprediction.
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APPENDIX A
NEURAL NElWORK INPUT DATA
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Table A.3.a. Inpul Dala ror Crack r aUem Neural Network (NN1). Training Ca. es
I_I. ......... F..N<l,otimo; a lhidn "' dl"ui t • .w. r.. . _ _ fIl, ("
-..c hlaof"eI....,.y. p a r...:WI io, .. • I;. yiOW F.. a I.. .". ioiIy
NN2 Slab AM d" Load .. II. Slab L
'- r.. E, Rebar Reblr ... Rebar r, E. Shelr
Case" , 'l'vDe mm 'l'vDe mm mm c1d mm DC MPa MPa OPa fl Size Shape mm uverl MPa OPt rd!er
Manouk and HU&Seln, 1991:
I I. , 20 • 120 95 1.6 1.7 0 42 1 19 28.42 I., 1 71 490 200 •1 1 1 20 0 120 95 1.6 1.7 0 67 1.2234.08 0.' 1
"'
490 200 0, 1 I 10 • 120 95 1.6 1.7 0 741"3'-46 1.2 1 .. 490 200 0
• • 1 10 0 120 90 1.7 1.7 0 66 1 173187 2.4 1 .. 490 200 0, , 1 10 0 1.50 95 1.6 1.7 0 68 1.26 ]4.] 8 0.6 1
'"
490 200 •
• •
, 10 0 1.50 12 IJ 1.7 0 70 13634.68 0.9 1
'"
490 200 0
1 •
, 10 0 1.50 12 I] 1.7 0 69 1 3134.48 1.1 1 'lD 490 200 •
• • 1 10 • ISO 12 Il 1.7 0 704 3." 3'-46 1.6 1 '00 490 200 0
• 10 1 10 0 1.50 12 Il 1.7 0 80 l8436.'9 2.3 1 71 490 200 0
10 II 1 10 0 90 70 2.1 1.7 0 70 116 J4.68 I 1 rso 490 200 0
II II 1 10 0 90 70 2.1 1.7 0 7.5 1 60 JU , I.' 1 .. 490 200 •II JJ 1 10 0 90 70 2.1 1.7 0 68 ] .26 ]4.28 , 1 71 490 200 0
IJ I' , 20 • 120 95 2.3 1.7 0 72 )..46 3.5.07 I.' , 71 490 200 0I'
"
1 10 0 120 95 12 1.7 0 11 1.41 3U7 I., , I 71 490 200 0
Ji.JlI,I994:
15 HSI8 2 19 1 ISO 119 2.1 10 68 3.26 ]·J.28 1.1 , 1 '66 490 200 1
16 HSI9 2 19 0 1.50109 2.3 , 0 6t 2.9331.80 1.1 ] 1 ' 66 490 200 0
17 HS20 2 19 1 1.50119 2.1 1 • 14 1.5.53.5.46 1.1 , 1 '66 490 200 1
II HS21 2 19 , 1.50 119 2.1 1 • 72 1 46 3.5.07 1.1 , 1 '66 490 200 I
I' H522 2 19 , 1~1I9 2.1 1 • 60 2.8832 .62 1.1 , 1 '66 490 200 •20 H523 2 19 ] 150 III 2.3 ,. 60 :1.118 ]2.62 1.1 , 1 166 490 200 ,
Emamct . I.. 199' :
II MJ , 19 1 150 11.5 2.2 1.9 0 4] 2.0728 .72 0.' 1 1 170 490 200 •II M. , 19 , ISO 119 2.1 1.9 0 432.0.5 28..59 , , 1 ' 70 490 200 0
IJ M' 1 ,. , 1.50 119 2.1 1.9 0 36 1.74 26.88 , , 1 ' 70 490 200 0
"
Ml 1
"
, 1.50119 2.1 1.9 0 U 1.6926.61 1 , 1 '70 490 200 0
"
M9 1 19 , 1.5012.5 2 1.9 0 74 U .5 3.5.46 0..5 1 1 170 490 200 0
26 M14 , 19 J 15011 9 2.1 1.9 0 ]5 1.7026.64 , , 1 17. 490 200 0
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Table A.5. Input Di ll ror Concrete Slrlln Neural Network (NN31and NN3b) ~ Trl lnlnglnd Ta l Cistl
TRA INING CASES
NN31 NN3b Sll b Au do Load to d. SIIlb L roo f. Eo Rebar Rebar .. . Rar I, E. Shear
Casc:IlQuc" ~mm'T'vnemmmmddmmBCMPlIMPl OPI Slzc Sharr. mm Lavcn MPa 0 1'1 rd:m
MIfUIUkand HlWCln. 1991:
I , 1 zo • 150 95 1.6 1.7 (I 68 1 26 ]4 ,2" 0.6
, ,
'"
, 490 200 •I • I zo • ISO 120 IJ 1.7 0 69 l .31 l .....8 1.1
, , uo , 490 200 •Eml met al.. I995:
, MI ,
"
• 150 150 1.7 1.9 0 l 2 1.54 25.7l
, , 1 170 1 '90 200 •, M' ,
"
• 150 119 2.1 1.9 0 l7 1.7<1 17. 15 1
, , 170 1 490 200 •] ] M' ,
"
, 15011 9 2.1 1.9 (I 4l 2.05 28.59 1 , I 170 , .90 200 •
• • M'
,
"
, ISO 119 2.1 1.9 (I l 6 1.74 26.88 I , I 17. I 490 200 •s s M6 ,
"
, ISO 12' 2 1.9 0 l4 1.63 26.26 0.5 1 I 17. 1 490 200 o
, , Ml ,
"
, ISO 119 2.1 1.9 0 lS 1.69 26.61 1 , 1 17. 1 490 200 •1 M9 ,
"
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• MI.
,
"
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1 Mil ,
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TESTCASI:S
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Emam et al.. I995:
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T.bl~ A.7. Input Oa' . ror Sim S.ral n Neura l N~twork (NN4) . Tralnl n.and Tn l Calfl
TRAINING CASES
NN4 Slab Ag do Load .. do Slab L r.. r. P.. Rebar Rebar .., Rebar r, ~ Shear
Case' , Th;. mm Tvno RImmm d d mm BC MPa MPa OPi n Size Sl\al'lll'! mm Lavef1 MPll OPa rebar
Marzouk lnd Husscin, 1991:
1 J I 20 0 120 9S 1.6 1.7 0 69 H I 34.41 U I I 11 I 490 200 0
2 • I 20 0 ISO 120 I.] 1.7 0 74 3.5S 35.46 1.6 2 I 100 I 490 200 0
Emamd al., 199':
J MI 2
"
0 ISO ISO 1.7 1.9 0 J2 1.54 U73 I 2 I 170 I 490 200 0
• M' 2
"
2 ISO 119 2.1 1.9 0 36 1.74 26.811 1 2 I 170 , 490 200 0
, M' I
"
2 ne us 2 1.9 0 34 1.63 26.26 O.S I I 170 I 490 200 0
• M7 2 "
2 150 119 2.1 1.9 0 H 1.69 26.61 I 2 , 170 , . 90 200 0
7 M8 2
"
0 ISO 119 2.1 1.9 0 67 3.22 34.11 I 2 I 170 I 490 200 0
8 Mil 2
"
J ISO 125 2 1.9 0 31 1.16 27.03 O.S , I 170 I 490 200 0
, M14 2 ,. l ISOm 2 1.9 0 3S 1.70 26.64 I 2 I 170 I 490 200 0
TEST CASES
NN4 Slab Au d. Load .. do Slab L r. r.. E. RdJBr Rc:bIr .. , Rd:er r, P.. Shear
Cue' , Type mm Type mm mm cld mm DC MPa MPll OPa e Sl1.c Shi pe mm !..lye" MPll 01'1 rcb8r
Emam etal., 199' ;
1 M2 2 19 0 ISO 119 2.1 1.9 0 ]1 1.79 27.IS I 2 I 170 I 490 200 0
2 Mil 2 19 1 ISO I2S 2 1.9 0 12 3.47 3s.! 3 I 2 I 170 1 490 200 0
3 MI2 2 19 1 ISO I2S 2 1.9 0 76 3.64 lHD D.S I I 110 I 490 200 0
NdakN: ... • .........diu-..l"·tl~ ... · IIl odl.. "'PJo. I. ·u.ll op... " ·_ IlAItAr,, .._ ·""ollo .....fh, I'~ ·
................."'ol..loir.y. I'·...,. , .....,.Iu,.. • opoeioolLr, .. ..... yidd llAlt....e.· . .. IIIOdYI.. "' ldIy
T.ble AJJ. Output Dag for Sted StraiD Neural Nttwork (NN 4) · TraiDiaC aad Tat Cases
TRAINING CASES
y"",
NN4 radius. ...., c- t:.-
Case ' Slab ' DIIU :d <r' :dU J xlO' J
Marzouk aDd. Hus:scin, 1991
1 3 252 2920 720 330
2: 9 344 2990 1150 450
Emam.etaL.I99~
3 M1 3.50 2850 2750 1250
7 ~ 200 2710 1708 U45
• M6 425 36.50 2730 2090
, M1 480 5200 2150 1430
10 M8 580 5000 3250 2000
14 M13 600 3910 2250 1960
15 M I4 200 2530 190 1130
TEST CASES
y"",
NN4 radius;, '-" c- C-
Case ' Slab' mm xlO-J d O-J x:1W
Emam et aI., 199~
1 M2 3&5 3230 2:030 1100
2 Mll 550 3130 2860 1710
J M12 ~50 ~590 3~20 1240
N<a.: _"~_@ooIuam &oc..; ,-·--=
..... @ DckI&Ir. _ · -. ...... @oIab...
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APPENDIXB
RESULTS FOR OPTIMALLY TRAINED NEURAL
NElWORKS
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